
      

 

 

 

 
August 2021 

A 13th edition in restricted mode 

 

A newfound conviviality, the quality of the 1to1 meetings and 

a programme faithful to the DNA of the event made the success of this new edition 

 
This Thursday, August 19, fifteen participants gathered at the Espace Célégo on the Technoparc of Le Mans 

24 hour circuit, for a new edition of the International Business Convention, but in restricted mode, around a 

revised but faithful programme. to the business and motorsport association. 
 

In the morning, exhibitors specialising in additive manufacturing, including 3D Print / 3D Medical, sponsor 

of the Welcome Pack and Souvenir Gift of the event, AddUp Poly-Shape and France Additive exchanged 

particularly well with other participants such as Aro Welding Technologies, Orca eTec,…. having chosen the 

1to1 arranged meeting option. 
 

Le Mans tv Sarthe and France Bleu Maine took advantage of this day to conduct interviews with participants 

on innovation, the major theme of this convention (link below). 
 

Faithfuls, such as Le Mans Développement, GPO Magazine and Le Mans Auto Moto, as well as new 

partners such as Le Journal de l'Automobile et Technique de l'Ingénieur, are supporting the event by relaying 

information. 
 

After the networking lunch, it's time for the sporting part, in direct connection with the third free practice 

session seen from the stands in front of the refreshment stands then the visit of the 24 Hour Museum but also 

the opportunity for some to make contacts in the paddocks. 
 

At the end of the discovery dinner at the Auberge des Hunaudières, a first, the participants were able to 

admire the cars launched at full speed in the second portion of the famous straight line before finding them 

two kilometers further negotiating the second chicane. Michelin. A magnificent and unique nighttime 

spectacle, both visually and soundly! 
 

See you on June 8 and 9 for a promising 14th edition 
Registration from September 20 

 

https://www.francebleu.fr/infos/economie-social/24-heures-du-mans-l-occasion-aussi-de-faire-des-affaires-1629383779 

 

Relive these highlights in pictures on the website www.ibdlemans.fr 

 

About the International Business Days Le Mans 

 
Since 2008 …. 
 

more than 3000 personalized meetings                 96% like the concept               15 countries represented 

more than 1000 participants                                   35% loyal participants              70 business expertise 

 
USEFUL INFORMATION 

www.ibdlemans.fr     2022@ibdlemans.com     +33 6 82 56 45 80                               
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